Sending out calendars to your clients – prospective or current – and other important stakeholders is a proven way to build and strengthen relationships. The most successful brands do this every year without fail.

What's more, they do it diligently and ensure the calendars always reach the intended recipients at the right time, i.e., between the last and first week of the transition from the old year to the new.

This is why we think now is a good time to tap you with information about some fantastic calendars we have in store for you. After all, large order quantities of well-made calendars need time to be executed excellently and delivered on schedule.
01. SPINNING DESKTOP CUBE CALENDAR

Dimensions
180mm x 60mm x 90mm

Customisation Possibilities
- Layout and graphics of the cubes.
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Customisation Possibilities
- Layout and graphics of the pages
- Paper type: 300gsm matte or 300gsm glossy
03. FOLDABLE LANDSCAPE CALENDAR

Dimensions
420mm x 120mm (when open)

Customisation Possibilities
- Layout, skyline cutout and graphics of the leaves.
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04.

DO-IT-YOURSELF CALENDAR

Dimensions
A5 size leaves

Customisation Possibilities
- Layout and graphics of the leaves
- Single colour logo printing on the base
- Paper type: 300 gsm matte or 300 gsm glossy
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05. DESK CALENDAR

Dimensions
11.5 inch x 2inch x 8.3inch

Customisation Possibilities
- Layout and graphics of the leaves
- Paper type: 300 gsm matte or 300 gsm glossy
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06. **WALL CALENDAR**

Dimensions
11.5 inch x 16.5 inch

Customisation Possibilities
- Layout and graphics of the leaves
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07. **3D MAGIC CUBE CALENDAR**

Dimensions
70mm x 70mm x 70mm

Customisation Possibilities
- Layout and graphics on the cube
- 9 different visuals can be printed
- Matte / glossy finish possible
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GET IN TOUCH
From concept to design to execution to delivery, we will work with you to see how best these can be customized and executed to suit your needs.

Visit us.  
www.engraveawards.com

Write to us.  
sales@engraveawards.com

Let’s chat?
Mumbai: +91-98192 98781  
+91-98190 06882
Bangalore: +91-77386 45683
Delhi: +91-77386 44271